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Introduction
The crisis of May 1968 has been studied by historians frequently for numerous reasons.
Many consider Paris during May to be one of the most important events to study in order to
understand youth radicalism. Student and youth power surged during the 1960s all over the
globe. But in Paris, the effects of this movement were magnified into a national crisis. The
scope of May 1968 made its influence enormous, as much of the world was fixated on Paris and
what would become of France. The American print media took a great interest in the crisis of
May, as most front-pages were dominated by the events in Paris. Studying the depiction of May
1968 through the print media raises two major factors which are often studied in a much
broader context.
Firstly, the print media’s coverage of May 1968 provided an in-depth look at the media
perception of youth radicalism. The student power movement in Paris was not a singular event,
as many American universities were struggling with the same issues. Although the students
considered themselves to be part of a global movement, the American media held a different
opinion of the French students. The print media portrayed the French student radicals an
isolated group without connections to American students. Many Americans feared what the
domestic student movement was capable of and their fears were furthered by the reports
coming from Paris. Accounts of riots and fights with police worried citizens that this could
happen in the United States. The print media’s depiction of Paris attempted to dispel this fear
by carefully constructing an image of the French students as dangerous political radicals, which
was often tied directly to communism; this was contrasted with depictions of American
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students who were portrayed as misguided kids. The coverage of May 1968 elucidated the fears
Americans had of radicalism and the media attempted to mitigate those fears through their
presentation of the events.
The second important consideration in studying the American media’s coverage of May
1968 was the American treatment of President Charles de Gaulle. Prior to May, de Gaulle was
often portrayed as anti-American, since he frequently opposed US foreign policy. This negative
perception of de Gaulle initially skewed his presentation during May. De Gaulle was frequently
blamed during May for causing the crisis through his own negligence and inaction. As May drew
to a close, the American print media was reporting that de Gaulle’s reign was over. When
President de Gaulle dissolved the National Assembly and announced new elections, the
American media quickly changed their tune, and reported that de Gaulle had made a great
stand against Communism and was an admirable fighter. With de Gaulle’s poor record in the
eyes of Americans, a large scale national crisis was not the type of coverage to remold his
image. Although exiting the crisis of May 1968, de Gaulle’s image in the American media was
more favorable than before entering into the crisis.
Studying May 1968 through the lens of the American media provides a unique cross
section of French and American history. Instead of approaching the crisis directly through
student or strikers’ accounts of the events, the American media’s coverage of the events
provides American perceptions of France and youth radicalism. The presentation of the crisis of
May in the American media was not reflective of the actual events and was instead based upon
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America’s foreign policy against Communism. The coverage caters to the concerns of the
American audience instead of providing a full picture of the crisis.
France and the United States Under President Charles de Gaulle
As the Fourth Republic collapsed, Charles de Gaulle reemerged into the political scene
to take control of France and save the nation from a political mutiny. De Gaulle founded the
Fifth Republic in 1958 taking place of Prime Minister until he was officially elected as President
in late 1958.1 De Gaulle’s policies were directed to reassert France’s status as a global power,
which often flew in the face of American policy leading to a tense relationship between the two
nations. One of President de Gaulle’s first moves was to demand greater representation within
the NATO command structure. This action was taken because de Gaulle thought the United
States would not protect the interests of Europe. When his request was ignored he began the
withdrawal of French forces from NATO; in February of 1959, the French Mediterranean Fleet
was withdrawn to display de Gaulle’s displeasure.2 With no movement from the United States
or Great Britain de Gaulle continued the withdrawal of French forces and demanded that U.S.
nuclear weapons be removed from French territory. By 1963 the Atlantic Fleet was withdrawn
from NATO. In 1969 de Gaulle announced France’s total military disengagement from NATO.3
President de Gaulle did not want his military and foreign policy dictated by wishes of United
States government, which was effectively running NATO.
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In 1960, France created its first nuclear weapon, which provided defense against the
Soviet Union.4 Acquiring nuclear capabilities allowed France to continue its withdrawal from
NATO. The supposed supremacy of a nuclear defense emboldened de Gaulle, as he thought
France was capable of defending its soil without the aid of The United States. De Gaulle
stressed that national defense was “raison d’être” for the government.5 This was part of the
justification for the ‘France first’ mindset.
Gaullism appeared at odds with American policy and this became very obvious in 1967
during the Six-Day War. Three days prior to the outbreak of the war, de Gaulle declared an
arms embargo against Israel. This would end Franco-Israeli relations under de Gaulle which had
been deteriorating since the Suez Crisis, prior to de Gaulle’s return to power. Before the break
between the two nations, France had aided Israel to begin its nuclear program providing
materials and blueprints.6 For the past decade, France had been a primary seller of military
arms to Israel. De Gaulle’s break from Israel was masked as a response to the perceived
aggression of Israel which he expressed to Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Eban on May 24 th,
“Don’t make war. You will be considered the aggressor by the world and by me. You will cause
the Soviet Union to penetrate more deeply into the Middle East.”7 Behind the façade of
creating peace de Gaulle’s primary reason for his move against Israel was to gain favor in the
Arab world which was an important aspect of his foreign policy plan. The United States was
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opposed to this move because it left the United States to fill the void left by France’s
withdrawal. Though the arms embargo had little effect on the Israeli war effort because the
United States supplied Israel with arms, the embargo did showcase a major divide between the
foreign policy goals of the United States and France. Since President de Gaulle had taken power
the two nations had been steadily drifting apart as de Gaulle favored building regional good
will, which often flew in the face of American international policy.
Peace Talks
The Vietnam War furthered the division between France and the United States. The lack
of cooperation between the two nations had led to an antagonistic view of de Gaulle’s France
in the American media. De Gaulle’s criticism of America’s involvement in Vietnam led him to be
depicted as anti-American within the domestic media’s coverage of France. The peace talks
between Americans and the Vietnamese were scheduled to take place at the start of May in
Paris. De Gaulle loomed as a dangerous specter that could potentially influence the outcome.
This coverage of the peace talks directed many observers to initially misjudge the student
conflict with the university. American coverage of the May 1968 crisis began with the media
focused on Paris because of the peace talks, not the student protests.
Paris was a suitable location for the talks because it offered a safe environment for the
Vietnamese, yet was still in the West. The New York Times noted that waiting to decide on Paris
worked in favor of the United States, “It was worthwhile waiting, for other reasons. They
believe hasty acceptance of Pnompenh or Warsaw would have meant negotiations for many
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months in an unfriendly environment.”8 US officials saw Paris as a more hospitable
environment than Warsaw or Phnom Penh which were capitals of communist nations. In the
eyes of The New York Times the choice of Paris seemed like a success for American negotiators,
as they would not have to work in an extremely hostile environment. The Boston Globe
provided a more detailed report on how Paris was decided on as the location for the talks; it
noted the United States had offered fifteen alternative locations which had all been rejected by
North Vietnamese officials.9 None of these locations were the city of Paris, as the Vietnamese
delegation finally offered it as a compromise. The Boston Globe reported that although it was
not a top choice for the United States, it was still acceptable, “The President noted that France
met his meeting place criteria as a country in which participants ‘should expect… fair and
impartial treatment.’”10 This statement from President Johnson shows how the relationship
with France had changed during the past decades. Instead of viewing France as a close ally,
France had become a neutral nation in the eyes of the United States Government.
Nevertheless, a cautionary sentiment over the decision to host the talks in Paris was
echoed by many news sources. The Wall Street Journal went so far as to state that France may
perhaps be more favorable to the Vietnamese delegation. Reporter Ray Vicker noted that most
of the “Red Vietnamese” officials had been educated in Paris and had grown to love the city.
Vicker went on to write that Paris was place for Communists to hone their tricks, “In their
formative years in Paris, the Communists may have polished their talent for diplomatic
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legerdemain here, a land where the art has long flourished.”11 Here clear anti-French sentiment
is present in the American media, as Vicker viewed Paris as incubator for leftist sentiment. He
offered a summation of the French people, saying that they would be pulling for an American
withdrawal from Vietnam. De Gaulle’s frequent jabs at America and that conception that, “antiAmerican demonstrations are so popular you can receive a half-dozen instruction books on
starting one,” led the reader to think Paris was a dangerous place for American negotiations.12
This article by Ray Vicker was published on May 6, only a couple days into student uprising in
the Latin Quarter. The following month would come to prove Vicker correct as Paris succumbed
to leftist student groups followed by a nationwide worker strike. Even though observers
predicted it would hamper negotiations the real restraining factor was the delegation’s failure
to see eye to eye.13
Aside from a fear of French citizens and their anti-American sentiments, the media in
early May was wary of what influence de Gaulle could have over the peace talks. The past
decade had shown that Gaullism was often at odds with American foreign policy goals and this
was reflected by many in the American media. De Gaulle had repeatedly pressed for North
Vietnam and The United States to come together to reach a peace agreement, as de Gaulle
opposed the American presence in Vietnam.14 Many within the media worried that de Gaulle
could potentially influence the peace agreements as seen in an article titled, “A Role for de
Gaulle Forecast by French” published in the New York Times. In the piece observers noted that
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they predicted de Gaulle would play a major role in reaching a settlement.15 The fear that the
French would attempt to influence the talks led many media members to assume the student
protests in early May were a direct result of the peace talks. The assumption that the French
were violently anti-American shaped the initial coverage of the crisis of May 1968. Instead of
May being considered as a domestic crisis the American media’s coverage of the peace talks
framed the civil unrest as an attack on American international interests. The conception of May
1968 as a significant international event by the American media would be present at the
beginning and end of the crisis. However, the reasoning behind this would shift during the
crisis.
The Events of May 1968
May 1968 would be remembered as a defining moment in the Fifth Republic’s history.
The events of May challenged de Gaulle’s ability to lead the nation and exposed a vein of
citizens who opposed Gaullism and culture it empowered. May 1968 was called ‘a revolution’ as
millions of citizens attempted to topple de Gaulle’s government. Over 11 million workers went
on strike during May, which totaled over 20% of the population. Weeks of striking left the
economy on the verge of collapse. Although the workers monopolized the government’s
attention at the time, May 1968 would also be remembered for its origins in the Sorbonne. A
student uprising challenged the university administration, which ignited a firestorm of antigovernment protests.
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On May 2, 1968 the University of Paris located at Nanterre was shut down due to
months of conflict between students and the administration. These issues were mainly related
to the perceived failings of the university to adequately provide for the massive student
population in Paris. Students desired more say in university policymaking and wanted
classrooms that allowed discussion and interaction between professors and students. On
March 22 students had occupied a university building to hold a discussion over issues afflicting
modern French society; these issues were quite broad, spanning class discrimination to the
bureaucratic control of the university system. One of the students, Daniel Cohn-Bendit, who
took part in the ‘Movement of March 22’, became a key figure in the student movement in
May. The leftist radicals who orchestrated the events of March persistently fought the
university administration by holding rallies on campus and defying university rules.16 The
hostility between the radical students and the university eventually became too much as the
University at Nanterre was closed in an attempt to remove the instigators. In response to the
closure on May 3 students gathered at the University of the Sorbonne in Paris to protest. This
student gathering also protested against the expulsion of the ‘Nanterre Eight’, a group of
students charged with being the ringleaders of the student radicals.
After seeing the student response at the Sorbonne, the administration moved the police
into Nanterre to remove radicals from the university, completing the shutdown of the
university. The Sorbonne was quickly occupied by the police as a measure to prevent protests
from getting out of hand and to protect university property. This ultimately failed, as on May 6
hundreds of students clashed with the police in the center of Paris after harassment and large16
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scale arrests of students. This police action drew the attention of the Union Nationale des
Étudiants de France (UNEF), which joined with the university teachers union to march on the
Sorbonne in protest of the police invasion. This quickly expanded the demonstration making it
more visible to both the foreign and domestic media outlets. Over 20,000 students, teachers
and sympathizers marched on the Sorbonne and were met with violent police resistance.17
Upon sight of the marchers the police charged them with batons beating them back, leading to
widespread conflict throughout central Paris. Marchers dug up paving stones and hurled them
at police along with improvised gas bombs; in response, the police brought out tear gas and
forcibly shut down major parts of central Paris. Barricades were erected in the streets and
many noted that Paris had not looked this bad since the war, “Some policemen described the
street fighting as the worst since the liberation of Paris in 1944.”18 The violence only subsided
for the night as marchers returned on May 7 in greater force and were met again with violent
police resistance. Demonstrators began a running battle with police throughout the small
streets of the Latin Quarter around the Sorbonne.
The demands of the teachers and students were threefold. They wanted the criminal
charges levied against the students to be dropped, they wanted the police to cease their
occupation of the universities, and they wanted the administration to reopen both the
Sorbonne and Nanterre. After a couple days of unsuccessful negotiations, another major march
was scheduled on May 10 that would take the marchers to the Sorbonne even though it was
occupied. The CRS, riot police, were waiting for them. This confrontation led to fortifications to
17
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be made right outside of the Sorbonne.19 At 2:00 am the CRS attacked these fortifications. The
fighting lasted until dawn resulting in hundreds of injuries and arrests. The events of the early
morning were spread over radio broadcasts and televisions in the morning, showing the
destruction and violence which occurred during the night. Rumors that the police might have
instigated the violence through undercover ‘provocateurs’ generated support for the
students.20 All of the bad publicity that surrounded the CRS caused many leftist unions to come
out against the government, including the CGT and CGT-FO. In response to the events of May
10, these leftist unions called a one-day solidarity strike on May 13. The CGT saw the unrest
stirred up by the students as a moment to press their own agenda as the government was
flustered by the students.21
On May 13, over a million French citizens marched through the streets of Paris in
protest of the violence exhibited by the CRS against the student marchers. Unlike the previous
marches, the police stayed out of sight and out of the way. Prime Minister Georges Pompidou
personally announced that the Sorbonne would be reopened and student prisoners would be
released in hopes this would calm the crisis and restore order to the Latin Quarter. This
appeared to be the end of the civic strife as the demands laid forth by the students had been
met. Ultimately, this was not the case as the protesters in fact became emboldened by their
victory. Students occupied the Sorbonne quickly after it was reopened in defiance of the
administration which had attempted to forcibly lock them out by force.
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After the occupation of the Sorbonne, the focus of the May movement shifted from
students to workers. Starting on May 14, sit-down strikes began all over France with the
workers locking management out of factories. By May 18 over two million workers were on
strike and the following week saw the number rise to over ten million workers, which totaled
over two thirds of the French working class.22 Unlike the strike on May 13, these were not
sanctioned by workers’ unions. These wildcat strikes left the unions in an awkward position
since the goals of the striking workers were not shared by the unions. When the CGT initially
accepted an offer from the government, which gave a pay increase and a rise in the minimum
wage it was refused by the striking workers. The CGT’s actions showcased what the workers
thought was a problem with the unions, as they too willingly compromised in order to cater to
the government and businesses instead of representing their constituents. Instead of a simple
wage increase, the striking workers wanted political reform. This change ranged from greater
workers’ rights to a call for de Gaulle to step down from the presidency.
In the last days of May it seemed quite clear that the workers were not willing to accept
the wage increases continually offered by the government and accepted by the unions. Without
many options President de Gaulle left the country in secrecy to meet with General Jacques
Massu in Baden-Baden, Germany.23 At this meeting de Gaulle was reassured that he had
military backing if it was necessary to reestablish order. Meanwhile in Paris many thought de
Gaulle was preparing to resign and that the revolution had succeeded. On the contrary de
Gaulle dissolved the National Assembly and called for new elections to be held on June 23,
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affirming he would not be bullied out of office. This announcement rallied Gaullist supporters
to march down the Champ-Elysées in support of de Gaulle and the government. In his
announcement, de Gaulle threatened a state of national emergency if things were not returned
to a state of normalcy. This threat was backed up with the presence of the military on the edges
of Paris. De Gaulle had backed the leftists into a corner, by leaving them in control of their
demise. Either they could succumb to an electoral defeat, or a violent military defeat.
The revolution was effectively over on May 31, as the CGT relaxed their political
demands and became willing to negotiate labor settlements with the government. Although
revolutionary students still held the Sorbonne and rallied to support pockets of striking
workers, the widespread struggle was over. The end of the general strike allowed the CGT to
focus on branches of labor and negotiate deals to get workers back on the job. By June 5,
strikes were almost at an end with the railways, gas, electricity and coal mines reopening.24
With most of the striking workers back on their jobs only a few pockets of strikers remained.
These last holdouts were addressed through violent takeovers by the CRS. At a Peugeot factory
in Sochaux, two workers were killed on June 12, when workers were fired upon by government
strike breaking forces.25 In response the CGT only offered a token strike as the union had
clearly moved past the large scale striking and was instead turning to the upcoming election.
The Sorbonne was retaken by police on June 16 and the student occupation along with the
crisis was officially over.
The Students’ Revolution May 2-May 13
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The activity of leftist student groups began the crisis of May 1968, and they were
initially singled out by the American media as dangerous instigators. The violence which began
on May 6 drew the attention of most major print news outlets. The early coverage focused
heavily on the violence in the streets. What emerged from the reports were two different views
of the students. The most common view was that these students posed a dangerous leftist
threat to France. On the flipside a few outlets passed the students off as harmless
demonstrators.
The Chicago Tribune gave a detailed account of the action in the Latin Quarter noting
the multiple starts and stops in the fighting. The organization of the students seemed a surprise
to the Tribune writer as, “Student leaders directed attacks and withdrawals with whistle calls.
Roving student lookouts on motorcycles reported on the latest police movements.”26 This piece
titled “Students, Cops Clash in Paris” seemed to equate the two foes as equals. The students
utilized paving stones and improvised gasoline bombs, and in response the police fired tear gas
grenades in an attempt to disperse the students. The Chicago Tribune did not cover the motives
behind the students’ actions; it only provided one sentence about the demonstrators protesting
the arrest of their leaders. The focus of the article depicts the Latin Quarter as a place of civic
strife caused by leftist students.
The distinct organization of the demonstrators alarmed some reporters who thought
that it symbolized a greater danger behind the student movement, “At the heart of the rioting,”
wrote the report for The Christian Science Monitor, “have been sinister signs of expert
organization and agitation. French observers call this motivation ‘political,’ meaning
26
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Communist.”27 This comment shows the immediate jump Americans had become accustomed
to making between radical students and communism. Although the Parisian students were
leftist, they associated themselves as members of the New Left who held anti-authoritarian
Marxist ideas. Obviously this distinction did not matter to the observer as most leftists were
thought of as dangerous Communists during this period. Later in the article the author would
tie the student demonstrations taking place in the Sorbonne as a response to the Vietnam
peace talks taking place in Paris. Though the students were politically interested in Vietnam, it
was not a major issue leading to the conflict between students and the police. University policy
was the primary issue at stake with the students, this however was not conveyed clearly in the
coverage, “The Paris disorders are described as the worst in the last quarter century. They had
their beginnings in a student quarrel over Vietnam.”28 This statement does not accurately
describe the student movement and it clearly is intended to alert Americans that these
students pose a threat to America’s involvement in Vietnam. The coverage of the peace talks
had led reporters to instantly assume that any civil unrest in Paris was the result of antiAmerican activists. Paris and de Gaulle were perceived to be a threat to America’s negotiations
with the Vietnamese. The rapid jump the media made between the student protest and the
peace talks signaled how negative the perception of de Gaulle’s France was in the eyes of the
American media.
Aside from endangering the Vietnam peace talks, many media accounts of the student
riots in early May highlighted how a sliver of revolutionary students were endangering the work
27
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of the rest of the student body. The Christian Science Monitor reported that many students
actually opposed the actions of the leftist revolutionaries, “Many of the 35,000 students
enrolled there express disgust with the violence. They regard it as hurting the chances of all
students in the examinations. They also say it is directed against a university which provides
scholarships, cheap meals, and other aid to needy students.”29 Depicting the demonstrators as
disconnected from the rest of the student body was an effective manner of portraying ‘good’
students and ‘bad’ students. By using such a large number it makes the revolutionaries seem
small in the greater student population. Even for their small size the New York Times shows the
effect they had on the university population, “At the school, about 800 leftist students
succeeded in paralyzing a campus with a body of more than 11,000.”30 The print media’s early
portrayal of the protesters wanted to depict them as dangerous bad eggs with ties to
Communism.
Not all media outlets choose to give a superficial overview of the students’ motives. The
New York Times acknowledged the students affiliation with the New Left, branding them as a
mix of socialists, anarchists and Marxists who admired Che Guevara.31 What the NYT actually
did unlike most other newspapers was acknowledge the actual goals of the radicals, “The New
Left students… are demonstrating for greater student control of the university administration
and, in general, the violent overthrow of the ‘capitalist establishment.’”32 Although the
depiction was accurate the NYT focused heavily on how power hungry the students were,
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instead of simply acknowledging their desire for greater student representation within the
university system. The radicals’ supposed desire for the “violent overthrow of the capitalist
establishment” was a clear link between the students in Paris and the Kremlin. Any leftist
political activity seemed to be tied to Moscow even if radical leaders like Cohn-Bendit detested
French Communists which he referred to as “Stalinist swine”.33
Even though much of the coverage of Paris was dominated by the image of the
dangerous leftist student, it was not the only depiction of the radicals in Paris. The Boston
Globe described the students as being repeatedly attacked by the police, instead of waging a
running battle between rioters and police. The Globe did not give much coverage to Paris, as its
story on the capital was tucked into the “Around the World” section, but it did depict the
students as meek victims of police brutality, “As they were bombarded with tear gas grenades,
the students, at least half of them mini-skirted girls, replied with bricks, cobblestones
firecrackers and chairs.”34 The feminization of the radicals reflected a lack of respect for the
student protesters. Describing the demonstrators as, “mini-skirted girls” detracted from the
image of a real political radical. The Boston Globe’s initial coverage of the events seemed to
reflect that it did not think much would come of the student riots. This type of coverage
seemed to have been an exception as almost all other outlets seemed more concerned about
what the radicals were doing. The image of the dangerous Communist radical was the most
common depiction of the students in Paris as they fought with the police in the first week of
May.

33
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The earliest depictions of the radical students in the American media were not highly
surprising as Cold War tensions and the domestic anti-war movement had led many Americans
to worry about radial youths and their affinity for far-left politics. By the second week of May
the media’s views on Paris of the media began to shift away from a criticism of the students
and instead onto de Gaulle’s government. Radical students were not a new phenomenon as
multiple American universities, like Berkeley and Columbia had previously dealt with radical
student factions. In April of 1968 a group of students had occupied an administrative building at
Columbia University. These students barricaded themselves in the dean’s office in protest of
university policy, much like what was to come at the Sorbonne. The student activity in Paris was
not even unique to Europe as the Boston Globe noted, “Student demands are the old familiar
list, perhaps with more grievances and reason in France than many other places in Europe.”35
Once the initial uproar passed and the ties to the Vietnam peace talks were severed, the media
viewed the protests as something which could have been predicted following the pattern seen
throughout Western democracies. Outlets like the New York Times were quick to attack the
government’s denial that these students were somehow linked to Berlin, Berkeley and
Columbia:
The Government’s first reaction was summed up by one of President de
Gaulle’s most dedicated lieutenants, 42-year old Alain Peyrefitte, the
Minister of Education. To Mr. Peyrefitte, the violence was the work of a
mere handful of ‘nihilists’ and ‘troublemakers’ and it had nothing to do
with similar student uprisings that have recently swept Europe and the
United States.
He was mistaken on both counts.
“The Americans have had their Berkeley, the Germans have had their
Berlin,” commented one student as he dug up paving stones on the
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Boulevard St. Germain, his eyes streaming from the pall of tear gas.
“And now,” he declared triumphantly, “you can add Paris to the list.”36

The media wanted to link the student activities in Paris with those occurring elsewhere in the
West. The linkages made it seem that de Gaulle was not going through anything unique and
that other nations had previously addressed similar issues. The Boston Globe mocked de Gaulle
for his inability to provide a “Peace Capital” for the Vietnam talks, “What started out as student
demonstrations of the kind which almost every big city in Europe has been experiencing now
had erupted into a highly embarrassing spectacle for the ‘peace capital.’”37 President de Gaulle
had openly criticized the American war in Vietnam, calling for peace in the region. In response,
the media was quick to point out de Gaulle’s failure to make peace in his own nation while he
criticized the United States for dragging out the war in Vietnam.
Amidst the intensifying violence reports began to surface, of what was motivating the
radicals. This was highly intriguing for the American media, who were hungry for a link between
Vietnam and the student movement. Reports began to surface that the French government was
accusing Red China of instigating the civil unrest through foreign agents among the student
radicals. Many major outlets picked up on this story giving it significant coverage. However, the
American print media did not share the same assessment of the situation as the French
government. Reports dismissed these conspiratorial views that Peking was attempting to
disrupt the peace. Instead they shifted the blame for the events onto the government’s
inaction. Articles titled “France Blames Peking” made it clear that this opinion was only held by
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the French government. American media reported that these views were not shared by foreign
observers or the students.38 Showcasing the French government’s inability to control its
students and searching for an exterior instigator was a slight at de Gaulle. Months prior de
Gaulle had dubbed Paris as the ‘peace capital’; but in the first weeks of May he and his
government seemed unable to deal with the same issue numerous other Western nations had
previously resolved.
In the second week of the crisis more attention was given to the students’ demands
across most US news outlets. Instead of summarizing the students as battling against the
university administration, outlets begin to look at the facts behind the students’ cries for
change. The New York Times linked the Parisian students’ demands to those of American
students, “Like their student power counterparts in the United States, they want far more say in
the making of day to day university policy. They want an end to intolerable over-crowding of
classrooms. They want to abolish the policy of all-or-nothing year-end exams, which can make
or break student’s careers.”39 The listing of individual demands made the students appear as
reasonable critics, as their grievances seemed legitimate. Aside from listing student demands
the education system was reviewed by some reporters who looked at the facts of the situation,
“While enrollment in universities has more than trebled since the war, construction has not
kept pace. Students are said to resent not only overcrowding but also many teaching practices
that date from the 19th century.”40 This gave further credence to the students’ calls for reform,
as the university system appeared out of touch with the modernizing nation. This was a
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complete flip from the previous week’s coverage which reported that the protesting students
were in fact out of touch with the majority of the student body. This reversal was due to the
domestic support the students received once the story picked up steam. As moderate or
conservative citizens gave support to the students it became clear to American observers that
this was not simply a radical fringe movement. The shift away from the coverage of the peace
talks made the American media focus on the domestic implications of the crisis as it became
clear that the student movement was not an anti-American event.
The presence of major union support was another aspect which shifted the attitudes of
American media. In response to the police violence against the students many unions
scheduled a one day strike. The teachers sided with the students and showed supported with
the presence of the Federation of National Education (FEN).The support of the teachers’ union
meant that almost all classrooms in France were empty on Monday May 13. The widespread
call for change amongst the French populace was reflected in the reports coming out of
American observers in France. No longer were the radical students a small sliver in opposition
to the education system. Now the Minister of Education Peyrefitte appeared as a holdout to
change being called for by the majority of those involved in the education system.
The shifting views on the students would also lead to a change in the way the police and
CRS were portrayed in the American media. Previously, the police had combatted radical
students to maintain order in Paris. This was reflected by the detailed coverage of the students’
guerilla tactics in the first week of May; the use of improvised weapons and firebombs against
the police made the students appear as a real threat to civil society. In the second week the
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police appeared to have become the problem in Paris. No longer were they restoring order, but
instead repressing citizens, “The authorities lost their nerve and closed down the departments
[the Sorbonne and Nanterre]. From then on it was a chain reaction… These students were still a
minority: the situation was not yet out of control. But once again the authorities opted for
repression.”41 This piece by the Boston Globe placed the blame for the situation in Paris on the
police and thus on de Gaulle. The police’s heavy handedness did not deter the radicals and
instead drew moderates to their side. Repression brought very negative connotations to the
police who were not maintaining order, but instead inciting violence.
Initially the events of May were categorized as a leftist scare tactic to interfere with the
Vietnam peace talks. Many in the American media agreed with this perspective and reported
the events as if the student protests were a direct result of American involvement. By the
second week of the crisis the linkages between the peace talks and the student movement
were dropped in favor of a pro-student and anti-government based coverage. In spite of the
shift, American observers were still wary of the student movement and the ramifications it
could have within the United States. The favorable coverage of the students seemed to be
more anti-government than pro student, as the blame for the crisis was being shifted away
from the students onto de Gaulle’s government. This anti-government focus highlighted the
reservations the media had about student activism.
Comparisons between American and French Students
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During the continued coverage of May numerous commentators linked French student
activity with American students. These links were also shared by French students who
acknowledged that they were part of a larger phenomenon of youth unrest. 42 American
commentators were not so quick to group the students as they argued there were fundamental
differences between French and American students. These differences were numerous as some
commentators argued that the flaws in the French education system had led to such a violent
and strong outburst. Others thought that the issue of race made the student power movement
in the United States unique from Europe’s student movement. Many different views of the
students existed but most observers shared the idea that what was occuring in France because
of the student movement could not occur in the United States.
Fears over the possibility of a large-scale student movement were present in America as
only a month prior students had occupied administrative buildings at Columbia University in
protest of university policy.43 Beside Columbia, a news report entitled, “Turmoil around the
World” in the Boston Globe published on June 2, listed six American universities that had dealt
in the past month with or were still dealing with student radicals.44 Berkeley and Columbia did
not seem like isolated incidents in the American media during 1968 as the American student
movement was present all over the nation. Internationally the American media reported on
multiple large-scale student uprisings all over the globe. In Tokyo students prevented Prime
Minister Eisaku Sato from leaving on a diplomatic trip to Saigon in protest of the war in
Vietnam. This wave of radicalism extended to Madrid, Bonn, and Berlin as it seemed no nation
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was immune to the power of youth radicalism. 45 The most concerning report was that in Italy
demonstrations in support of the French cause had caused similar clashes between
demonstrators and the police. The perception that a domestic crisis could spread from one
nation to another through the international student power movement worried many observers.
A method the media used to differentiate American students from international
students was to focus on the issue of race. Reports were very careful to illustrate how American
universities were dealing with students who were affiliated with civil rights, not international
anarchy. The description of the Boston University incident illustrated the focus of the students:
Black students stage blockade in administration building in defiance of
college officials chaining off doors of building. Their take-over was to
dramatizer their demands for stepped-up scholarship and admission
plans for Negro students. April, 24 1968. Several hundred students
involved.46

The issue that caused this student uprising was drastically different from those which caused
the May crisis. This account of Boston seems tame when compared to the description of Paris:
Hundreds of thousands of protesters against the de Gaulle regime surged
through the heart of the city May 13, 1968, in the climax of a day of
general strike and demonstrations across France. Workers, students,
people of all ages and classes marched amid chant of “de Gaulle
Assassin!47

These two stories were situated right beside each other on the newspaper page and asked the
reader to make a comparison between the two. Clearly the incident at Boston University seems
trivial when compared to Paris. Its size and scope are miniscule when compared to, “hundreds
of thousands of protesters against the de Gaulle regime.” The issues were distinct as well, in
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Boston the issue of racial advancement is the reasoning behind the student protest, while in
Paris the demonstrators were calling for the President to be removed. From a causal reader’s
perspective it would be difficult to link these two stories as they appeared so drastically
different. Even though both uprisings were caused by the student power movement, the
domestic issues at play in the United States seemed much less significant in comparison to the
crisis in France.
Blaming the French education system was another method observers used to
demonstrate that French and American students were not alike. At the root of the student
uprising in early May was a conflict between the students and the university. Reporters honed
in on that fact and used it as their justification behind the large-scale movement. Time
magazine published an article in early June titled “Education: French Students: Far From
Columbia” which addressed the major difference between the French and American university
systems. The article provided harsh depictions of student life in Paris, unlike anything
experienced by American students:
"Nobody cares about the students here," says Mary Jane Overall, 20, an
American University coed who is studying international relations at
Paris' Institut d'Etudes Politiques. "The French live in the past, and the
kids are expected to respect the old traditions. A boy I know rents a
room so small that it just has a bed, a window, a door and a faucet.
When he needs a desk, he sits on the bed and holds a board on his
knee. There is none of the 'Yay, yay, let's go to the frat house' stuff. You
walk and you talk, and you look at things, and you talk."48

The image Time presents of the French student was of a neglected member of society. The
description of the student’s room was akin to a prison cell, not an educational setting. This
harsh depiction gives a great deal of credence to the French students, as they should expect
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better from their government. The fact that only 72% of students could get a meal plan because
the budget was not large enough made it seem like France had severely neglected the
Sorbonne.49 The article went on to compare the student makeup at French universities,
displaying that it was reinforcing major class divides:
Elite Institutions. In their rallies, students often argue the necessity of
increasing the percentage of university enrollment drawn from the
lower economic and social levels. Today barely one student in ten
comes from the working class, and the students believe that as long as
the university is primarily peopled by an elite, neither it nor the society
that supports it can be significantly transformed. At present only 16% of
the students who finish secondary school go on to higher education
(compared with 40% in the U.S.) and of those who do enter the
university, 43% fail to graduate.50

The perceived lack of social mobility in France was illustrated by this fact as most working class
students never even made it to university. In comparison the United States appeared more
egalitarian as it offered higher learning to a greater percentage of high school graduates. This
point was intended to diffuse fears that American universities were hotbeds for class conflicts.
The issue of societal equality had been a major issue for the French student movement and it
motivated them to reach out to other groups like the UNEF and the CGT to expand their fight
beyond the university. In comparison the US student movement is depicted as only concerned
with university policy.51 Time’s depiction of the French university system is akin to a time bomb
of unrest. With all the problems facing French students it was inevitable change would be
demanded.
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In comparison to the violent French students, outlets like the Boston Globe ran stories
about studies finding American students were not violent. The open statement addressed the
very concerns many Americans had about the events in France, “Little evidence exists that
student discontent in the United States will lead to a rebellion next Fall of the kind that recently
shook France.” 52 This statement got right to the point for the reader that students in The
United States did not pose the same threat as those in France. The study presented findings
that showed that even though students were perceived to be mavericks and out of step with
society, their views were actually paralleled by the general population. The example given was
50 percent of college students said Vietnam was a mistake and 49% of the country as a whole
shared that view.53 This image helped to dispel the perception that American university
students were dangerous radicals who were not compatible with modern society.
During the second week of May the American media began to ease up on the students
as their criticism was shifted toward de Gaulle’s government, although the media would never
completely side with the student radicals. The fear of student radicalism constantly shaped the
coverage of May as the crisis worsened. On May 14 workers began to strike which made the
media reconsider its view of the students. The second week of May was the most favorable
coverage the student movement received in the American media. As the crisis worsened during
the third week of May harsher views of the students reemerged along with the narrative that
American and French students were not of the same thinking.
The Workers Revolution: Beginnings May 14-May 24
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In studying the crisis of May 1968 historians have categorized the beginning of the
“Workers Revolution” on May 14, as this date wildcat strikes began at large factories near
Nantes and outside of Paris.54 The American media’s coverage of the workers did not really pick
up until after the weekend of May 18-19. This was most likely because most observers did not
think these isolated strikes would amount to much, as striking was not unusual in France. Prior
to the weekend the coverage of the workers’ movement was rather mixed as outlets covered
student activity one day and then worker activity the following day. This flip-flopping coverage
between May 14 and May 18 reflected the uncertainty held by observers. After Prime Minister
Pompidou’s speech relinquished police control of the Sorbonne, the future of the student
movement seemed uncertain as it appeared that the students had won. The mixed coverage
between the students and the workers reflected the American media’s confusion over who was
initially leading this popular movement.
Police violence against student protesters rallied domestic support to the students and
their movement. In the American media the students also began to take on a more positive
light, as they were depicted as victims of an unfair system. The blame for the violence and civil
unrest was instead shifted onto de Gaulle’s government which was ultimately forced to end the
police occupation of the Sorbonne. This rapid change in the media’s perception of the students
would again flip after the students continued their protests and occupied the Sorbonne.
Previously victims of the heavy-handed French government, students were now again depicted
as dangerous civil agitators. This contempt for the students was reflected by the media’s
description of their occupation of the Sorbonne, “Thousands of students who earlier today had
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swarmed into the Sorbonne, center of the 800-year-old University of Paris, tonight were turning
the majestic building into a massive flophouse.”55 The Chicago Tribune’s summation of the
occupation harked at the students’ lack of civility. Only days prior the Tribune reported on the
important political discussions the students raised about the French university system and
French society.56 Following the occupation of the Sorbonne the uncivilized student reemerged
in the media’s portrayal of the students. Media returned to a focus on the actions of the
students, and ignored the politics behind their movement; this allowed them to recreate the
image of the radical student as an agitator of civilized society.
Even though workers had begun to strike across France on May 14 they continued to
take a back seat to student activity in the American media until May 18, when the general strike
had fully developed. On May 16 reports about students overtaking the Odeon Theater emerged
instead of reports on the wildcat strikes spreading across the nation. The student occupation of
the theater was attributed to the lenient treatment of the ‘insurgents’ by the government, “The
students have paid little attention, apparently feeling they have the upper hand after the
government offered concessions.”57 The depiction of students as uncooperative reinforced the
image of the dangerous radical who was unwilling to work within the system to achieve change.
Although the American media may have agreed with the students’ call for education reform, it
did not agree with the continued used of ‘guerrilla tactics’ to occupy historic Parisian
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landmarks.58 The specific use of the term ‘guerrilla’ carried a negative connotation, as it
reminded readers of the Tet Offensive in Vietnam. The rhetoric used in American media to
describe student activity after Pompidou’s concession speech returned to the image of the
student as a political combatant. The fight for territory in Paris between students and the
government isolated the remaining occupiers from the massive coalition which had shown
support for the movement on May 13. Paris again became a battlefield in the eyes of the
American media, except this time the students were unchecked, which was a dangerous
proposition.
As strikes spread across France the American media began to shift their coverage away
from the students. By the weekend of Saturday May 18 the American coverage of France was
focused on ever growing strike movement. Reports of student activity were dropped in favor of
the developing economic crisis. This transition was reflected in the New York Times’s report on
Paris titled “French Workers Take over Plants as Unrest Widens – Student Actions Abate.”59
Even though students continued to occupy the Sorbonne and other Parisian landmarks their
time in the spotlight appeared to be over and replaced by a new workers rebellion.
The sharp distinction between the workers and the students was an important aspect to
the American coverage of the “Workers Revolution”. The New York Times reported that the
strikes were related to the events of the previous two weeks, “The strike had been called
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several days ago, however, and it is not directly linked to the current tide of social unrest.”60
This assessment was not completely accurate. Although the workers were striking for their own
goals, the prior student revolt must be understood as a causal factor for wildcat strikes. The
refusal to acknowledge the linkages between the students and workers showed the lack of
respect the media was giving to the student movement. Even though the student movement
was supported by CGT, who joined in a solidarity strike on May 13, the wildcat strikes by
workers which began the following day are not understood to be linked. The inaccuracy of the
NYT’s report is unique as the Los Angeles Times viewed the events of May as a progression, “In
the last 24 hours, the student turbulence that has gripped the Sorbonne and other French
universities for two weeks has suddenly spread like a prairie fire. It has spread to workers in
factories and industries from one end of the country to the other in a seemingly spontaneous
pattern.”61 This contradiction in coverage highlighted the controversial nature of the student
radicals. The American media applauded their actions earlier in May, but once things became
too radical that support faded. As many Americans worried about domestic student radicals,
the French students were viewed as a terrifying possibility if student power was unchecked.
Discrediting the students’ accomplishments restored the view that these students were only
reckless kids, not a dangerous political entity.
The separation between the students and workers was primarily displayed by the
depiction of the unions and their treatment of the students. The conflict between the students
and unions was central to the coverage as highlighted in headlines like, “Strikes Spread Across
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France; Unions Reject Student Support” which was published on May 18 in the Los Angeles
Times.62 Both the students and the unions had political goals and the two groups battled over
who would control the popular movement. The tension between the students and government
was downplayed in favor of the tension between the unions and students, “It was evident the
Communist-led General Confederation of Labor (CGT) was using the strike wave for its own
anti-Gaullist ends. But the unions have made clear that they feel the students can best help by
causing no provocations and staying out of union business.”63 In France the student movement
was rapidly taking a back seat to workers and unions during the economic crisis. This was
echoed by the American media. This again detracted from the image of the student radicals, as
it robbed them of their accomplishments. The story of the crisis was being morphed into a
narrative of the workers and the unions in the American media with the students being phased
out.
The struggle between the maverick leftists and the CGT was another major focus moving
into the third week of May. The disorganization of the tense political climate was often the
central aspect to American coverage. On May 18 students attempted to support striking
workers, much like how workers had previously supported the students on May 13. Students
marched to the outskirts of Paris to the Boulogne-Biliancourt Renault factory but were violently
repelled at the gates by striking workers. The initial justification for the attack was to prevent
CRS police from intervening. However many American observers thought there was a deeper
political reasoning, “The real reason, it is believed, is that the worker’s organization and
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especially the professional revolutionaries of the Communist party do not want a promising
social revolt to be spoiled by romantic young amateurs.”64 The political climate was ripe for
change and multiple groups were jockeying for position to initiate their societal fixes. As the
crisis worsened, the American media turned its focus towards ‘realistic’ instigators of change.
Again the students were being phased out of the narrative of May.
As the number of striking workers reached over one million, media outlets began to
blame de Gaulle’s inaction as the reason this minor student rebellion had blown up into a
national crisis. Previously during the wave of student and police conflict American observers
faulted de Gaulle, as they reported he was out of touch with the university system. This attitude
remerged as the strikes began to make waves in national and international news. De Gaulle’s
actions were followed closely and most observers were not impressed, “President de Gaulle at
his critical moment is again out of the country. He is on a goodwill visit to Romania. His speech
in Bucharest May 14 is making only secondary headlines in French papers. It was in line with his
already familiar idea of building broad European unity.”65 Previously during the student
protests in early May, de Gaulle was in Iran on a similar diplomatic visit; however this time,
many critics voiced their outrage that de Gaulle had chosen to go on another diplomatic
mission without first resolving the domestic crisis. His pledge for European unity seemed
farcical in the face of an escalating domestic crisis.
Critics of de Gaulle’s actions were numerous, but specifically critics from within the
Gaullist bloc received significant coverage in American media. Rene Capitant, a Gaullist deputy
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and former cabinet minister, appeared in multiple American newspapers: The Boston Globe,
New York Times and Chicago Tribune. Capitant planned to vote in favor of a censure motion in
order to bring about a new round of parliamentary elections. This was not a direct strike at de
Gaulle, but rather at his government led by Prime Minister Georges Pompidou. Capitant was
quoted as affirming his allegiance to de Gaulle and the Gaullist movement. However he felt the
current crisis was the current government’s doing, “A long series of government errors were
responsible for ‘the troubles that France has known, the street fighting and devastation of the
Latin student quarter first, then the immense chain of repercussions among the working class
and unions.’”66 This appeared to be the first acknowledgement of fault to be published in the
American media. Capitant was merely expressing his opinion, but the story gained traction and
appeared in multiple reports across different outlets.67 Previously de Gaulle’s government had
been denounced for its poor handling of the student crisis; however no one was accusing the
government of creating the crisis. The workers’ crisis was understood as a continuation of the
student upheaval; but Capitant had observers thinking differently, as he put the blame for the
worker’s crisis on de Gaulle and his government’s handling of affairs. If other nations had
experienced student uprisings why was France the only nation to experience a large social
crisis? Capitant’s criticism led readers to think de Gaulle actions were the decisive factor
between a simple student rebellion and national economic crisis. The perception that de Gaulle
and his government were at fault for the May crisis had generated a great deal of momentum
through the weekend of May 18. De Gaulle’s early return from Romania and grumblings from
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within his own bloc signaled he needed to regain control over the situation, as six million
workers were on strike by May 21.68 Once the “Worker’s Revolution” geared up de Gaulle
became the central focus of the American media, as all of his actions were scrutinized and
frequently criticized.
President de Gaulle Speaks Out: May 21-May 24
After returning from his diplomatic travels, de Gaulle and his government were faced
with the task of settling the general strike. Over the week of May 20, nothing had been
accomplished between the unions and the government. All the while the number of striking
workers rose to over eight million.69 Criticism of de Gaulle’s inaction continued to mount as the
situation did not appear to be improving. During de Gaulle’s silence, a censure motion failed to
pass in parliament.70 This motion would have dissolved the government forcing de Gaulle to
remake his cabinet and removing Pompidou from power. Even though the vote failed it stirred
up a great deal of animosity towards the Gaullist bloc. Communists denounced typical Gaullist
action to maintain their authority, “You won’t get out of this crisis by a presidential speech and
by waving the old scarecrow of communism.”71 When Pompidou alluded to a foreign presence
creating domestic unrest in a speech he delivered to the National Assembly, he was challenged
by a Communist deputy to elucidate his point. A quick retreat followed from Pompidou as he
declined to name a specific nation. This report on the parliamentary discussion eased the fears
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of American observers that the threat of foreign communists was affecting the crisis in France.
The censure vote and massive general strike highlighted that domestic issues were central to
the ongoing crisis. With the students fading from the picture, the specter of foreign radicalism
seemed to have been dropped as an issue by the America media. Although this fear was
frequently brought up in the discussion about France, it had been suppressed since the false
allegations that the students were tied to Peking. Only in the first week of coverage did the fear
of foreign influence gain traction in the coverage of France; this was mainly because of the
linkages between civil unrest and the ongoing Vietnam peace talks. As the crisis continued
American media observers no longer presented the revolution as a result of a foreign threat in
France.
Domestic critics of de Gaulle accused his government of poor economic planning, which
the American media found to be rather farcical. During de Gaulle’s time as President, France
had seen increased productivity, coupled with a conservative spending policy which allowed
money to be reinvested into the economy. De Gaulle’s foreign policy received blame for
draining the French economy. However American economic observers did not agree, “It is
tempting for American critics of General de Gaulle to blame his foreign policy. But there is little
evidence that this was a direct factor.”72 Critics were quick to attack de Gaulle when he was
away during the beginning of the general strike, but his foreign spending was not the reason
that French workers felt they were receiving an unequal share of the economic prosperity. This
same observer, John Hess of the New York Times, praised de Gaulle for building up France’s
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gold reserves, as he had created a solid foundation for economic growth.73 American observers
did not report that de Gaulle’s economic policies were bullet proof. One criticism of de Gaulle’s
government was when France vetoed British admission to the European Economic
Community.74 American observers thought France had lost an opportunity to ensure a strong
European marketplace by denying one of Europe’s largest economies from the EEC. Even
though the government’s economic policy had shortcomings, observers remarked that
domestic critics of de Gaulle did not offer innovative solutions to ensure ever-rising prosperity;
critics of de Gaulle’s economic policy only seemed to attack him in hindsight.75 Although the
situation in France was not perfect, it did bother some reporters how de Gaulle was blamed for
a problem which was not entirely the fault of his government, “None of this fully explains how a
people can manage to bring a whole civilized nation practically to paralysis. As an air of
collective irrationality hangs about the French crisis.”76 Hess, who was writing for the New York
Times, seemed troubled that workers were driving cars to and from their public housing yet still
claimed that they are not getting their fair share. Multiple outlets’ take on the economics
behind the general strike held a strong pro-business attitude. Through the common market
France had prospered, which allowed for social programs such as social security and public
housing. American observers seemed to think that these left-leaning strikers did not
understand the economic ramifications of their actions, as France’s economy was not operating
without its workforce.77 De Gaulle and his government were not without fault as each report
acknowledged no economic plan was without shortcomings. But the previous decade had seen
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General de Gaulle, “pull a key nation back from the edge of chaos.”78 As the crisis worsened it
appeared that France was slipping back toward that very same chaos.
Even after a victory in parliament for the current government, the situation in France
continued to look bleak as workers and students continued to call for political reform. On May
24, de Gaulle broke his silence and released a televised speech in the wake of the unrest
spawned by the failed censure motion. This presidential speech announced a referendum that
would be held in June. The proposed referendum offered the people a choice, “Yes to de Gaulle
and continued stability, prosperity and progress; or No to de Gaulle and a vote for anarchy and
bloodshed.”79 Reports of the speech described the vagueness of de Gaulle’s proposed
referendum, as it did not set out anything to immediately address the problem. Interviewed
French citizens displayed how de Gaulle would not resolve this crisis with only words, “Workers
have not been demonstrating for a referendum, but for better working and living conditions.”80
The split between political and economic demands meant that de Gaulle and Pompidou did not
satisfy anyone with this announcement.
After President de Gaulle’s speech was broadcasted, a wave a violent backlash occurred.
This isolated the extremists from the general striking population in the eyes of American
observers. Many of these extremists were students; however during the weeks of civil unrest,
violent agitators had congregated in Paris looking to join in the chaos. Amidst negotiations
between unions and the government on May 25, and into the early morning of May 26,
marchers and police clashed in the streets of Paris. This was all initially set off on Friday May 24,
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as rioters set ablaze the Bourse financial center, as they decried de Gaulle’s inaction.81 The
following day, further melees ensued and Pompidou gave orders to break up any rioting and
claimed, “That agitators were trying to start a civil war.”82 The clash on May 25 was the most
violent since May 10-11 when sympathy for the students had peaked in the face of extreme
police brutality. Unlike the earlier outbreak of violence, this time sympathy was directed at the
police and civilians, not the rioters. Rhetorically, it is important to note the use of the term
‘rioter’ as opposed to ‘protester’ or ‘marcher’. During the student revolt, demonstrators were
referred to mainly as ‘protesters’ or ‘marchers’.83 The use of the term ‘rioter’ spoke to the
devolution of the student movement; due to the importance of the general strike, the student
occupation of the Sorbonne was ignored, and their cause was lumped into the grievances held
by the workers. When the referendum was announced many American observers felt the
students had accomplished their goals, as de Gaulle acknowledged the need for education
reform during his televised speech.84 The violent outburst seemed petty of the rioters, as civil
negotiations were underway between many of the revolutionary factions. The unions
attempted negotiations, even though they were also disappointed with de Gaulle’s
announcement. The coverage of the May 25 riots did not focus on the demands of the rioters,
but rather on the destruction they created in the capital. The reports of the attempted
kidnapping of the Interior Minister Christian Fouchet showcased how distant the riots were
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from the student led protests of early May.85 When looking for the cause of all this unrest the
usual suspects were not blamed, “Both the government and the students said that the violence
was being perpetrated by young toughs who were not students.”86 The chaotic situation in
Paris had opened the door for opportunists to move in and make the most of the situation. This
statement seemed to be an acknowledgement that things had gone too far in the eyes of
American observers. No longer were just students fighting for change in their university, now
outsiders were coming in and destroying the Latin Quarter, a place sacred to students and
Parisians. This idea that things seemed to have gone too far was illustrated by the report that
police and students were working together in the cleanup, “Students in the Latin Quarter
meanwhile helped police to clear the rubble and barricades by the bloody riots, and students
and teachers’ union leaders urged their followers to renounce violence.”87 This image of police
and students working together to clear away some of the destruction showed that not all
students were violent radicals. Two weeks prior, students had protested in favor of educational
change, which was supported by UNEF and CGT. During the initial protests, no unions decried
the students’ actions and instead blamed the police for their heavy-handedness. By May 25, the
cries for educational change had been heard and the UNEF had gained some political
momentum to press for a system favorable to the students. Violence was not going to
accomplish anything constructive, and pockets of students recognized this. The American
depiction of the remaining student holdouts branded them as rioters separate from the
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students engaged in cleaning up after the riots. These rioters were anarchists only interested in
destruction of the system. While the students involved in the pick-up were actually interested
in reforming the university. The oscillation of the American media’s views on the student
revolution mirrored the amount of popular support the students received domestically. By May
26, Parisians were tired of waking up to news of more destruction and violence in the Latin
Quarter. This was echoed by the American reports of the destruction and violence of the
rioters.
Forecasting President de Gaulle’s Fall, May 29
After the civil turmoil from May 25-26, it was clear that de Gaulle’s proposed
referendum failed to appease the politically motivated workers and students. Negotiations took
place between union leaders and the government over the span of May 26-28, during which a
settlement was finalized. The deal was brought to factory workers who rejected it and
demanded that a new regime without de Gaulle needed be erected in order for the strikes to
end.88 This rejection led many American observers to conclude that de Gaulle’s reign was over.
All the anti-Gaullist rhetoric in France gave observers the impression that de Gaulle would not
win the referendum in June and would follow through on his threat to resign if the nation no
longer wanted his guidance.89 Some American observers thought de Gaulle must step down no
matter the result of the referendum, “Even if General de Gaulle does not step down, it was
accepted by all commenters that the crisis could not be resolved except by a change of
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regime.”90 The Chicago Tribune went so far as to title their coverage on May 30 “Press de Gaulle
to Resign: Paris Throng Parades and Sings ‘Adieu.’” Which truly displayed the lack of faith the
American media had in de Gaulle to weather the crisis.91 Much of this speculation was based on
of de Gaulle’s disappearance and retreat to his country home in Colombey.
The other possible option observers saw for de Gaulle would be to dissolve the National
Assembly and call a new election. This option was not viewed as likely since observers predicted
that workers would not end the general strike without an immediate change. The current strike
was estimated to cost $1 billion a week and a parliamentary election was not a rapid solution to
the predicament.92 Crisis was upon de Gaulle’s government and it did not seem that he had the
time or support to weather it. Observers thought de Gaulle’s resignation was the optimal
solution to end the current crisis as all of de Gaulle’s attempts at appeasement had failed and
things were only getting worse.
De Gaulle’s Counter, May 30
After numerous reports surfaced that de Gaulle was planning to retire, he reappeared in
Paris on May 30 to announce he would not resign. Instead, de Gaulle dissolved the National
Assembly and scheduled new elections. This answered the cries for a new regime as it was now
in the citizens’ hands. During the past month, de Gaulle had taken a battering in the media as
almost every decision his government had made worsened the situation. Vocal opposition in
the streets allowed the media to portray the majority of the French as major critics of de
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Gaulle. After his statement that he would not resign in the face of adversity, Gaullist supporters
took the opportunity to take to the streets. The coverage of these Gaullist marchers highlighted
a France which had not been seen during the coverage of the May crisis. Cries of ‘Adieu de
Gaulle’ were replaced with shouts of ‘Clean up the Sorbonne’.93 The march was only estimated
at 300,000-600,000 demonstrators which did not equal the march held on May 13, which
featured over 1 million demonstrators. However the message was clear – de Gaulle was not
alone in this crisis. The description of teary-eyed citizens furthered the image of de Gaulle as
the champion of the moment, “Signs denouncing the communist-led General Confederation of
Labor were popular but any portrait of General de Gaulle drew strongest waves of emotion.
There were tears in the eyes of some men and women as they waved and hailed a huge
photograph of the head of state.”94 The depiction of President de Gaulle as a hero had not
been present during the month of May, as he was primarily blamed for the crisis’s
development. This one action shifted the perception of de Gaulle from a beaten old man to a
fighter ready to combat left-wing political leaders and the communist unions.95 This moment
marked the shift in the American media’s coverage of France, since a degree of normalcy
seemed to be returning and the impending election quelled political activists.
In one day, de Gaulle went from having one foot out of the door, to a President with a
plan to combat the civil unrest in his nation. Reports that the army was ready to restore order
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quieted the rumors that the Communists might be attempting to start a civil war.96 American
reaction to de Gaulle’s announcement reflected that de Gaulle’s leadership was more desirable
than the alternative, a popular front government which included French Communists.
Washington Post writer Chalmers Roberts noted, “There was relief that the President had
pulled his nation back from the brink.”97 Anti-Gaullist sentiments disappeared from the
American media, as the alternative to de Gaulle seemed much worse. For the previous two
weeks de Gaulle received major criticism for allowing leftist radicals to run rampant over his
country; but his stand against a communist overthrow on May 30 was celebrated by American
observers, “There was relief here yesterday that de Gaulle had refused to resign, that he had
decided to fight it out, with force if necessary. There was admiration for the way he was trying
to isolate the Communists.”98 Admiration had not been a term used to describe de Gaulle at all
during the month of May, but entering into June, a new perspective on de Gaulle appeared due
to his firm stance against the radicals. His inaction during May caused observers to lose faith he
could manage the crisis, but in a two-day period, he had managed to stay afloat after being
declared a lame duck by the media. The American media was forced to eat its words, as on May
30 it was declaring that de Gaulle appeared here to stay. Reports that de Gaulle planned to stay
made waves in Washington as officials were quoted as relieved that de Gaulle appeared to be
‘over the hump’.99 The US government had been silent on the crisis throughout May. But as
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signs that the worst was over appeared, small statements of support for de Gaulle emerged in
the media.
Resolution of the Workers’ Crisis
Reports of a scheduled return-to-work began to appear in early days of June as
negotiations were completed.100 This was received as good news by reporters as this was an
important step on the return to normalcy. The failed negotiations of May 27-28 were a result of
the political stance taken by the Communist strikers and the CGT, with de Gaulle remedying the
political issue with the election announcement, negotiations could actually take place between
the unions, workers, and the government.101 During the first week of June, numerous reports
were published about successful negotiations putting workers back on the job.102 The CGT
pledged that their goal was to get workers better pay and back on the job which was a shift
from their rhetoric in late May.103 Negotiations immediately netted a 10 percent pay increase
for government workers and saw the minimum wage rise by 35 percent.104 This resolution got
workers back on the job and allowed American observers to speculate what the past month
meant for France economically.
Day by day throughout the first week of June more workers returned to their jobs,
which signified that the worst was over. Economic analysts tried to quantify what three weeks
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of striking meant for the French economy. Reports had already been released that each week of
work was estimated to have cost the economy $1 billion.105 This capital was effectively gone
since only a little amount could be recouped through overtime work. The pay hikes were what
analysts really focused on as it would significantly harm France’s economy in the coming year.
Economists predicted that an increase in labor costs would cause the cost of living to increase
by as much as 5% when compared to the numbers prior to the crisis.106 This cost of living
increase could have a major effect on France’s exports as its goods would become less
competitive on the global market with the rise in costs. In order to restore faith in the Franc the
French government withdrew $745 million of its reserves from the International Monetary
Fund (IMF). Ever since the general strike began and the economy came to a halt investors had
been trying to get out of France for fear of a market crash. 107 This massive withdrawal from the
IMF signaled that things were getting back to normal and that the French government was
determined to kick start the economy as soon as possible. The massive withdrawal caused
some analysts to question what was in store for the French economy in the coming month of
June. Don Cook of the Los Angeles Times did not think that $745 million would be enough to
cover the losses of May and June, as the economy would not be back at peak production even
by the end of the month.108 Although analysts were split on exactly what was in store for the
French economy, it displayed that American observers felt the worst of the crisis was past for
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France and the remaining strikers were of little importance. These holdouts received mention
but reporters saw an economic return to normalcy as inevitable.
Resolution of the Student Occupation
Once the general strike was effectively over by the end of the first week of June the
government shifted its attention to the student rebels. The students had stayed politically
active during the general strike but dropped from the American coverage as the economic crisis
was much more pressing. As the government began to crack down on the students the
American media took notice and often sided with the government in its treatment of the more
extreme students.
In order to break holdout strikes the government resorted to employing the CRS to
violently remove workers from occupied factors. Students rallied to the holdouts’ aid like on
June 12 in Sochaux. At this factory a youth demonstrator was killed during a battle between
strikers and police.109 This sparked outcry amongst the student camp as, “About 10,000
students yelling ‘hang de Gaulle’ swept through Paris Tuesday… They threatened to lynch a
gendarme, burned police trucks and erected new barricades in the Latin Quarter.” 110 The return
of violence to the heart of Paris was unwelcome and led to a severe response from the regime.
Riot police again returned to the Sorbonne on June 12 and began to fight student
demonstrators. A rather infamous depiction of the protests was of students pulling a police
officer from his motorcycle and beating him amidst the crowd. Many were calling for him to be
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lynched, but he was saved by onlookers who dragged him away.111 This was perhaps the most
violent depiction seen of students to date. In the past month they had battled back police or
occupied government buildings, but in the midst of the June recovery their extreme violence
seemed out of place. The American coverage of the students made them appear out of touch
with most of the nation which was attempting to recover from the crisis.
The idyllic image of the Sorbonne as a peaceful commune would be ended by outlets
like the Chicago Tribune which detailed a story of students fighting and expelling a mercenary
group from the Sorbonne. A group referred to as the ‘Katangese’ had begun to exert quasipolice control over the Sorbonne which led the student committee to forcibly remove them
from the Sorbonne.112 This story continued the image brought about by the May 25-26 riots,
that opportunists were using the student movement as a front to take part in the chaos. In midMay the students received respect from the media for addressing major flaws in the university
system. In June talk of the student’s political ideologies had disappeared and faults of the
anarchic student movement comprised the coverage they received in the American media.
The eventual recapture of the Sorbonne happened rather peacefully, a surprise
compared to the past month of student police interactions. What began the recapture of the
Sorbonne was a police investigation over a stabbing victim linked to the students.113 The link
between the Sorbonne and anarchic violence was an important image in the American media as
it depicted the student movement as doomed to fail from the beginning. The Sorbonne did not
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seem as peaceful to American observers as it did to the students who occupied it. The
Sorbonne was described as a place to harbor petty radicals, “Inside the Sorbonne, where
thousands of people milled around every day, the sense of crusade spilled into every corner,
and any grievance, not even related to student reforms, was aired by someone, at some
time.”114 The remains of the student radicals were not given the same respect they had
received by outlets like the New York Times previously in May. Now the student’s radical
political thoughts were likened to wasteful complaints in a dysfunctional utopia in the
Sorbonne. Observers reported that Parisians had moved on, and the radicals were seen as
destructive entities instead of students suppressed by de Gaulle’s government, “The sympathy
for David against Goliath turned to annoyance, a wish that David would simply call it quits.”115
France had moved on and the American media shared the same perspective, the student rebels
had run their course and had caused enough commotion.
Conclusion
As France returned to a state of normalcy, the American media became disinterested in
the recovery process. The print media’s most in-depth coverage of France was at the height of
the crisis, when it appeared de Gaulle would not make it through the month. With an American
student movement, many citizens worried about the potential for unrest on American
university campuses. The American media’s coverage reflected that fear, as initial reports
assumed that the student protests were a response to the Vietnam peace talks. The media
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combined the two preconceptions about leftist radicals and French anti-American attitudes to
forge a narrative of US interest endangered in France. As this narrative was quickly disproved,
the coverage shifted to a more favorable depiction of the students. As a popular movement
began to develop, criticism was turned onto de Gaulle’s government and its failure to
modernize the university system. Instead of being portrayed as radicals, the students had
become oppressed citizens. This image was rapidly broken when the students occupied the
Sorbonne and wildcat strikes began to spread across France. The students were no longer
depicted in a positive light; instead they again became dangerous radicals in a span of one
week.
As the crisis worsened the American media became concerned with their own student
movement. Multiple methods were taken to separate student power from the crisis. Many
reporters wrote the students out of the narrative of May; instead making the crisis about
workers and the government. Others within the American media used a more direct method to
sever the connection between French and American students. This was accomplished by
releasing articles about how unique the two student movements were. No matter the method,
the message was always the same; the student movement in America was not equivalent to the
French student movement. Thus the crisis in France was not possible in America
President de Gaulle was the central figure in the coverage of the crisis of May. Initially,
he was accused of harboring anti-American citizens and attempting to influence the Vietnam
peace talks. This image of de Gaulle was built on of the prior history between de Gaulle and the
United States, as he frequently opposed US foreign policy. As the crisis unfolded many in the
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American media blamed de Gaulle for allowing the student movement to get so out of control.
Observers seemed to enjoy de Gaulle’s struggle to maintain order after he had dubbed Paris
the “Peace Capital”. As the crisis worsened and the workers became involved, more criticism
was heaped onto de Gaulle for his inaction and mishandling of the events. In late May, de
Gaulle appeared at his lowest in the American media coverage, as his government was on the
verge of collapse in the face of a domestic communist threat. The rapid recovery of de Gaulle in
France was mirrored by a shift in the media’s depiction of the president. De Gaulle became a
hero as he stood firmly against communism, although only days prior de Gaulle had been called
an ‘old man’ who was unfit to govern. During the crisis of May, de Gaulle’s image in the
American media appeared to hit an all-time low. Exiting the crisis, de Gaulle appeared remade
in the American media as he again had rescued France from crisis.
In the American media’s presentation of May, two major themes guided and shaped the
coverage. The fear of student radicals constantly loomed in readers’ minds as the crisis
unfolded. In response, the American media presented the events of May in a manner which
attempted to dispel this fear. The coverage of May 1968 was shaped more so by American
concerns then the events in France. The American media reflected nation’s preoccupation with
Communism. Secondly, de Gaulle was blamed for the crisis throughout the month of May. But
when a Communist takeover seemed possible the American media changed their tune and
praised de Gaulle for his stand against leftist political aggression. Both of these issues reflected
a much larger issue in the United States which were tensions brought about by the Cold War.
As students drifted toward leftist political thinking, many Americans feared what would come
from those radical students. Those fears were heightened because of Paris as the government
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almost collapsed under pressure from the political left. However, in the end de Gaulle
reestablished order, thus preventing a communist takeover. This action made him a hero in the
eyes of Americans even if he had been viewed as anti-American for the past decade. The
tension between the United States and France were ultimately inconsequential when
confronted with the possibility of a communist-controlled government in Western Europe.
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